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What do you think of the testimonial boxes made of tracing paper? They seem mysterious to me, they are 
semi-transparent and you can guess what is hidden inside or you may have surprises.

If it were part of a theme for an event ... whether it was a wedding, or a christening, or even a birthday party, 
what colors would you combine these 3D star boxes with testimonials? 
I see them next to an intense blue or navy blue ...

And if we still discussed the events, here's how you can turn the star, with the help of a post-it, into a comet 
that can be a card with the guest's name, so we have 2 in 1. 

I said in the title that this is a tutorial, and I want it to be because in the next 3 images you will see how to 
make 3D stars. 
Notice in the first picture the two red pentagons I added on the picture to identify the unfolded shape of the 
box. 
One of the pentagons has 4 wings, and we will bend 3 of them and stick them to the other pentagon. 
In the last image, the red lines represent bends of the shape and after the wings are glued, push towards the 
inside of the pentagon where I signaled the yellow arrows. 
Where the green arrow is, the lid will remain, this wing will remain attached so that it can fill the box with 
goodies.

Every time I receive a Tuxie package, I have to make an inventory of everything I received and the boxes are 
analyzed in great detail, even when they have nothing left inside, lest I miss something.
This  time I received many wonders from Klipa and as you can see, the cat touched the tissue paper.
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